
IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE 1  ST  CLASS  

KALIABOR, NAGAON: ASSAM

G.R. Case No 276 OF 2011

U/ Sec 279, 304 A,427  OF IPC

STATE OF ASSAM

.……… PROSECUTOR

-Vs.-

AJOY DAS

S/O: LATE SUNDER DAS

ADDRESS: NATUN MELANG CHAPORI GAON 

P.S. TEOK, DIST: JORHAT, ASSAM

.......……ACCUSED

PRESENT: SALEH AHAMMAD, LL.M. AJS

FOR THE STATE:  Mrs. HEMA P. BOR GOHAIN, LEARNED ASST.PP

FOR THE ACCUSED: Mr. B.K. BARTHAKUR, LEARNED ADVOCATE

OFFENCE EXPLAINED ON:   24/02/2014

EVIDENCE RECORDED ON: 17/12/14, 25/02/15 & 21/01/16

ARGUMENT HEARD ON:  10/03/2016  

JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON: 16/03/2016

JUDGMENT:

1. The genesis of this case had its roots with the lodging of First Information Report (in 

short as F.I.R) wherein the informant has alleged that on 01/04/11 at about 7:35 

p.m. her husband as well as the conductor of the truck bearing no AS 02 6629 was  

coming from the side of AMANI towards SAMUGURI and at SUNABALI TINI ALI a 

truck coming from the other side AMH 1839 and the said vehicle was coming from 

the opposite  side  and because  of  it  as  the  said  vehicle  had knocked down her 

husband HARMUJ ALI and her husband had expired. The criminal law was set in 

motion with the lodging of the FIR.

2. In this case after receiving the F.I.R the O/C of SAMUGURI PS registered a case 

bearing SAMUGURI  PS case No. 104/2011 U/sec 279,304 A,427 of IPC and ASI 

SIDHESHWAR NEOG was entrusted for preliminary investigation & finally the charge 

sheet was submitted by S.I. RAJIV KUMAR ROY U/sec 279,304 A,427 of IPC. The 

accused person appeared before the court and he was allowed to go on bail and as  

per provisions of sec 207 CrPC. The documents which the prosecution relies were 
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furnished to the accused person. After hearing both sides the offences u/sec 279,304 

A,427 of  IPC were read over  and explained to the accused person to which he 

pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.

3. In this case the prosecution has examined as many as 3 Pws to prove this case. The 

statement of the accused person is hereby recorded and the plea of the accused 

person is of total denial. The defence doesn’t want to adduce any DW’S from their  

side. 

4. After hearing the learned counsel of both sides and after perusal of the case record I 

do hereby framed the following as point of determination.

POINT OF DETERMINATION

POINT FOR DETERMINATION NO.1: 

Whether  the  accused  person  was  driving  the  vehicle  bearing  no.  AMH  

1839 and  thereby  endangering  human  life  on  01/04/11  whereby  the  

accused was driving the vehicle in a very rash and negligent manner and  

in  the  said  process  the  caused  injuries  to  the  informant’s  husband  &  

thereby committed and offence punishable U/sec 279 of IPC?

POINT OF DETERMINATION NO.2:

Whether the accused person had caused death of the deceased by driving  

the vehicle bearing no. AMH 1839 in a rash and negligent manner at the  

same time and place and thereby committed an offence punishable U/sec  

304 A of IPC?

POINT FOR DETERMINATION NO.3:

Whether the accused person had caused or likely to cause wrongful loss or  

damage  and  thereby  caused  damage  to  the  truck  &  thereby  caused  

damage at the same time and place and thereby committed an offence  

U/sec 427 of IPC? 

Discussion, Decision and Reasons there on:

For the sake of convenience all the points are clubbed together:

5. PW1 MASUDA BEGUM in her evidence has deposed that she is the informant of this  

case and the occurrence took place on April, 2013. The occurrence took place at  

8:00p.m.  it  was  at  the  SAMUGURI  National  Highway.  She  was  informed by  her 

brother in law SUKUR ALI. Her brother in law was there with her late husband. After 

receiving the information she went to the Samuguri hospital.  After few days she 

lodged the FIR. She knows the accused person.
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6. During her cross examination she stated that at the time of occurrence she was at 

home. She didn’t saw the occurrence.

7. PW2 SUKUR ALI in his evidence has deposed that she is the informant of this case. 

he doesn’t know the accused person. The occurrence took place between SAMUGURI 

& SUNAR BALI. The occurrence took place about 4 years ago. The truck in which he 

came met with an accident. The vehicle was coming from Kaliabor to Nagaon. They 

decided to fill  water in the truck. The handyman was busy pouring water in the 

vehicle. At that time one truck which was coming from the opposite direction had 

knocked down the handyman and because of it  the handyman was injured. The 

truck driver fled away. The police came and the injured was taken to the hospital and 

because of it he expired. 

8. During his cross examination he stated that he doesn’t know who was the driver of  

the vehicle which met with an accident. He doesn’t know the vehicle number. He 

doesn’t know  the date & day of occurrence.

9. PW3  ABDUL  HASHIM  in  his  evidence  has  deposed  that  he  doesn’t  know  the 

informant and he doesn’t know anything about the occurrence and he was not there 

at the place of occurrence. 

10. The learned defence counsel had declined to cross examine PW3.

I have heard the arguments of the learned ASST.PP & the learned defence  

counsel.

11. During the close perusal of the evidence of PW’S it appears that none of the PW’S 

could recognize the accused person. It also appears from the evidence of the PW’S 

that the occurrence took place on the High way and one of the PW i.e. PW2 who was 

there with  the deceased when the accident  took couldn’t  recognize  the accused 

person. Even if PW1 knows the accused person but during her cross examination she 

stated that she was at her home and she didn’t saw the occurrence. 

12. During the evidence of the PW’S none of the ingredients of section 279,304A,427 of 

IPC could be bought forwarded by the prosecution during the course of evidence. 

Hence, this court finds itself difficult that no such essential elements of the above 

mentioned sections could be proved by the prosecution beyond doubt.

13. The golden rule that runs through the web of civilized criminal jurisprudence is that  

an accused is presumed to be innocent unless he is found guilty of the charged  

offence. Presumption of innocence is a human right as envisaged under Art.14 (2) of  

the  International  Covenant  on  Civil  and  Political  Rights  1966.  Art.11(1)  of  the  
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Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1948 also provides that any charged with  

penal offences has a right to be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to  

law in a public trial at which he has had all the guarantees necessary for his defence.

14. In the case of V. D. Jhingan Vs. State of Uttar Pradesh AIR 1966 SC 1762 the 

hon’ble  supreme court  has  held  that  It  is  also  the  cardinal  rule  of  our  criminal 

jurisprudence that the burden in the web of proof of an offence would always lies 

upon  the  prosecution  to  prove  all  the  facts  constituting  the  ingredients  beyond 

reasonable doubt. If there is any reasonable doubt, the accused is entitled to the 

benefit of the reasonable doubt. 

15. A person has, no doubt, a profound right not to be convicted of an offence which is  

not established by the evidential standard of proof beyond reasonable doubt.

16. In  the  light  of  above  discussions  and  reasons  I  am  of  the  opinion  that  the 

prosecution  has  failed  to  prove  the  case  against  the  accused  person  beyond 

reasonable  doubt  u/sec  279,304  A,427  of  IPC  and  hence  the  accused  person 

deserved to be acquitted of the offences leveled against him.   

ORDER

 In view of the above discussions and reasons mentioned above I am of the  

opinion that the prosecution has failed to prove the case against the accused  

person beyond reasonable doubt U/sec 279,304 A,427 of IPC and hence he is  

acquitted from this case and thereby set at liberty.

Make necessary entry in the Judgment register.

Given under my hand and seal of this court on this the 16 thday of MARCH, 2016 at 

KALIABOR COURT.  

JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS,

KALIABOR, NAGAON
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APPENDIX:

WITNESSES FROM THE PROSECUTION SIDE:

PW1: MASUDA BEGUM

PW2: SUKUR ALI

PW3: ABDUL HASHIM

WITNESSES FROM THE DEFENCE SIDE:    NIL

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS  :    

EXT 1 IS THE FIR

EXT 1(1) IS THE SIGNATURE OF PW1

DEFENCE EXHIBITS:     NIL

JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS,

KALIABOR, NAGAON
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